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This will help in the future: 

I should already know:

Knowledge Organiser Focus: So it begins…  

Science
I can plant a seed.
I know how to care for a plant. 
I can observe changes over time. 
Art and Design
I can use charcoal, pencil and 
pastel to create art. 
Technology 
I can choose tools and materials 
and explain why I have chosen 
them.
Computing 
I can identify a range of different 
technologies and know how to 
use them safely.
History
I can find out about the history of 
castles. 

• Identify common plants. 
• Explain changes since I 

was born. 
• Use pencils to create lines. 

castle castles are a type of home that were built to protect the people inside. 

materials things needed for doing or making something.

germinate when a seed forms a small root and/or shoot. 

developed advanced or elaborated to a specified degree.

rampart a defensive wall of a castle or walled city.

bud a small growth at the tip or on the side of a stem that later develops into 

a flower, leaf, or branch.

beanstalk the stem of a bean plant.

Ways that you 
can use different 
technology.

Eddie’s Garden

A Little Guide to Wild Flowers

Secrets of the Vegetable Garden

100 fats on Knights and Castles 

You can’t Eat a Princess

I can explain how flowering plants 

reproduce.

I can compare how different plants grow.

I can compare different materials to find 

the most effective for its purpose.

I can identify and explain the changes 

that have occurred with castles over time.

Castles were originally 
built from earth and 
timer but these were 
later replaced with 
stone.

Identify and describe the functions of 

different parts of plants. 

I can describe events from the past using 

dates when things happened.



Knowledge Organiser Focus:

History

What are castles? 
Castles are a type of home that was built to protect the 
people inside. People who lived in the castle included lords, 

who were in charge, as well as soldiers to defend it from 

enemy invaders, and even cooks and cleaners to keep everyone 

fed and tidy up. They could be very crowded places to live.

Castles were first built over 900 years ago. After about 

200 years, to make castles better, they began including 

towers. Defenders of the castle could shoot down from the 

gate towers and the flanking towers were used to view and 

attack the enemies.

First castles in England 
The first castles in England were built by the 

Normans. Different types of castles developed over the 
centuries that got stronger and easier to defend; at the same 

time, different weapons were designed to try to break into 

the castles and overtake them more quickly.

The first proper castles built in England were Motte and 

Bailey castles. The most important part was the Keep which 

was built on a huge mound (the motte). At the bottom of 

the motte was the bailey here followers of the Lord who ran 

the castle lived. 

Windsor Castle (one of the many homes of our Queen) 

started life as a motte and bailey.

Science

.

Technology 
Each different material has its own properties 

and these properties make them more suitable 

for different purposes. For example: you 

would use bricks to build a house because they 

are solid and opaque (not see through). 

Whereas glass could be broken easily so this is 

not suitable for an entire house.

Art and Design

So it begins…

Vincent van Gogh
Vincent van Gogh was a Dutch 

painter who was born in 1853. 

He only painted for about 10 

years but he created more than 

2000 artworks! When van Gogh 

moved to the South of France, 

he was inspired by the sunlight, 

creating brightly coloured 

artworks and developing a style 

of art – Post-Impression – which 

he became famous for.

The first stage in the life cycle of most plants is a 

seed. 

Seeds come in all shapes and sizes. Every plant has 

a different seed.  

Every single seed has the beginnings of a new 

plant inside it, along with a little store of food to 

help it grow.

When the conditions are right, the seed soaks up 

water and swells, and the tiny new plant bursts 

out of its shell. This is called germination. 

Some plants grow first from a seed, and then 

develop a bulb that helps them to grow back year 

after year. 

A bulb lets the plant rest underground over the 

winter when it is too cold, then grow back later in 

the year when conditions are right. 

Types of 
materials


